Teams List: Presentation Dates

Important Information:

- Plan on a 10 minute presentation
- Expect about 3 minutes for questions
- We need everyone seated at 1:30 sharp
- For each day the first presenting team should show up a bit early.

Wednesday November 29

- Denghui Chen + Ho Min Kwak
- Frederick Law + Xiang Li
- Gilbert Baltzer + Sung-kwan Lee
- Rebecca Wu + Troy Shu
- Graeme Stahl + Henry Wood

Monday December 3

- David Costigan + Adam Moelis
- Alan Tse
- Alexander Johnson + Calvin Hon
- Varshil Patel + Shaun Mehra
- Bohan Zhou + Mengxue Li
- Himesh Lad + George Dickson

Wednesday December 5

- Mehreen Mundh + Matt Cocci
- Tanay Mehta + Ulhas Jagdale
- Alex Bromberg + Pierre Safa
- Theo Sebagh + Pawel Uchman
- Yinguant Xu + Danbi Hwang
- Kevin Zhao + Daniel Suh